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4 Part I The Basics: Using the Nursing Literature

WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING?

Evidence-based practice is the integration of best research evidence with clinical exper-
tise and patient values to facilitate clinical decision making.1 Figure 1-1 depicts a model
for evidence-based clinical decisions that builds on this definition. Evidence-based
clinical decision making should incorporate consideration of the patient’s clinical state,
the clinical setting, and clinical circumstances.2 For example, patients living in remote
areas may not have access to the same diagnostic or treatment options that are available
to patients living near tertiary care medical centers. Patients’ clinical circumstances
(e.g., severity of illness) will influence their response to a nursing intervention.

Identification and consideration of patient preferences and actions are central to
evidence-based decision making. Patients may have no views or very strong views about
their health care options depending on factors such as their condition, personal values
and experiences, degree of aversion to risk, health care insurance and resources,
accuracy of information at hand, and family.2 Regardless of what their preferences may 
be, patients’ actions may differ from both their preferences and their clinicians’ advice.
For example, patients may choose to quit smoking or to increase their physical activity,
but they may then find it difficult to change these behaviors.

In nursing, best research evidence refers to methodologically sound, clinically relevant
research about the effectiveness and safety of nursing interventions, the accuracy 
and precision of nursing assessment measures, the power of prognostic markers, the
strength of causal relationships, the cost-effectiveness of nursing interventions, and the
meaning of illness or patient experiences. Evidence-based practice posits a hierarchy of
evidence to guide clinical decision making (discussed in more detail later in this chapter).
A key element of evidence-based clinical decision making is personalizing the evidence
to fit a specific patient’s circumstances.2

Clinical Scenario

Who’s Right?

Two students in a graduate nursing program were reviewing the outline of a new course
entitled “Evidence-Based Health Care.” “That’s a course I would like to take,” said one
student enthusiastically. She remarked that although she did not know anything about
evidence-based nursing (EBN), she had heard that this shift toward evidence-based
practice could revolutionize health care delivery. Her colleague looked skeptically at her
and said that although this could be the right direction for medicine, it was not for
nursing. He explained that he had heard that EBN did not support patient-centered
care and that it was inconsistent with the values and interests of patients.

The differing viewpoints expressed by these two graduate students are commonly
heard in nursing circles. Is there a place for EBN in the nursing profession? To answer this
question, let’s examine the definition of EBN, identify common misconceptions about
EBN, consider whether EBN improves nursing practice, and identify barriers to EBN.



We know that most decisions in health care have resource implications that nurses
must consider. Occasions arise when decision makers may conclude that the potential
benefits of an intervention are not worth the costs. Decision makers must always weigh
the benefits and risks, inconvenience, and costs associated with alternative management
strategies and, in doing so, consider the patient’s values.3

Clinical expertise is overlaid as the means to integrate the other four components,
thus constituting a fifth element in the model.2 Clinical expertise refers to our ability to
use clinical skills and past experience to identify the health state of patients or popula-
tions, their risks, their preferences and actions, and the potential benefits of interven-
tions; to communicate information to patients and their families; and to provide them
with an environment they find comforting and supportive.

Since the late 1970s, research utilization has been the focus of numerous articles in
the nursing literature. Is EBN the same as research utilization? Estabrooks4 defines
research utilization as “the use of research findings in any and all aspects of one’s work
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Figure 1-1. A model for evidence-based clinical decisions. (Modified and

reproduced with permission of the American College of Physicians from Haynes RB,

Devereaux PJ, Guyatt GH. Clinical expertise in the era of evidence-based medicine and

patient choice. ACP J Club. 2002;136:A11-14.)



as a registered nurse” (p 19). EBN is much broader than research utilization because it
encompasses not only research findings, but also other dimensions of clinical decision
making such as clinical expertise, patient values, and resources.1 The skills necessary for
evidence-based practice include the ability to define a patient problem precisely and
ascertain what information is required to resolve the problem, to conduct an efficient
search of the literature, to select the best of the relevant studies, to apply rules of
evidence to determine their validity, to extract the clinical message, to determine how
the patient’s values affect the balance between advantages and disadvantages of the
available management options, to involve the patient appropriately in the decision, and
to implement and evaluate the management plan.

Estabrooks4 conducted a survey of 1500 randomly selected staff nurses drawn from
the Alberta (Canada) Association of Registered Nurses membership list in 1996 to iden-
tify the frequency with which they used various sources of information. The respon-
dents most frequently used experiential information sources (patient data, personal
experience), followed by basic nursing education programs, in-service programs and
conferences, policy and procedure manuals, physician sources, intuition, and “what has
worked for years.” Articles published in nursing research journals ranked second to last
in frequency of usage (fifteenth of 16 ranked sources). Estabrooks identified several
troubling issues from these data including the reliance on nonscientific knowledge and
on basic nursing education, even though these nurses had graduated from their nursing
education programs an average of 18 years earlier.

All too often we find it easier simply to rely on our formal, but increasingly dated,
basic nursing education despite a full awareness that more recent research findings 
may inform changes in the way we do things. For example, many of us were taught to
swab umbilical cords with alcohol; now we know from a randomized controlled trial
(RCT) that swabbing the umbilical cord with sterile water shortens the time to cord
separation without increasing infections.5 Until recently, nursing students were taught
sterile techniques for insulin injections; now we know that patients with diabetes can
safely inject insulin through clothing.6 There is an increased emphasis on early discharge
from hospital with follow-up care in the community. From an RCT, we know, for exam-
ple, that prompt hospital discharge with home care improves physical health and
community reintegration and reduces initial length of hospital stay after acute stroke 
in comparison with usual care (discharge planning and clinician referral to follow-up
services).7

CLINICAL SKILLS, HUMANISM, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, 
AND EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING

The essential skills of assessing a patient or a population and the astute formulation of
the health problem come only with thorough background training and extensive expe-
rience. Nurses make use of reasoning to interpret the results of the history, physical
examination, or needs assessment. Clinical expertise is further required to define the
relevant intervention options before one examines the evidence regarding the expected
benefits and risks of those options.
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Nurses also rely on their expertise to define features that influence the generalizabil-
ity or relevance of study findings to their individual patients or population. They
attempt to generalize results obtained in study patients to the individual patient before
them. Nurses must judge the extent to which differences in intervention characteristics
(local clinical expertise or the possibility of patient nonadherence, for instance) or
patient characteristics (such as age, comorbidity, or concomitant treatment) may affect
the benefits and risks that a patient can expect from an intervention.

Knowing the tools of evidence-based practice is necessary but not sufficient for deliv-
ering the highest-quality patient care. In addition to clinical knowledge, nurses require
compassion, sensitive listening skills, and broad perspectives from the humanities and
social sciences. These attributes allow understanding of patients’ illnesses in the context
of their experiences, personalities, and cultures.

Ideally, nurses are effective advocates for their patients both in the direct context of the
health system in which they work and in broader health policy issues. Most nurses see
their role as focusing on specific health care interventions for individual patients. Even
when they consider preventive therapy, they often focus on individual patient behavior.
However, we consider this focus to be too narrow. Nurses have a responsibility to consider
their role in influencing the health of the society. Observational studies have consistently
documented the inverse relationship between income and health.8 There are numerous
determinants of societal health, only one of which is the health care system. As well as
delivering health care, nurses can play a crucial role in influencing public health policy to
address determinants of health such as poverty and the environment. For example, obser-
vational studies have shown a strong and consistent association between pollution levels
and respiratory and cardiovascular health.9 Clinicians seeing patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease will suggest that they stop smoking. However, should they
also be concerned with the polluted air that patients are breathing? We believe they should.

This book deals primarily with decision making at the level of the individual patient.
Evidence-based approaches can also inform health policy making,10 day-to-day decisions
in public health, and systems-level decisions such as those facing hospital managers. In
each of these arenas, EBN can support the appropriate goal of gaining the greatest health
benefit from limited resources. Conversely, evidence—in support of an ideology, rather
than a focus for reasoned debate—has been used as a justification for many agendas in
health care, ranging from crude cost cutting to the promotion of extremely expensive
technologies with minimal marginal returns.

In the policy arena, dealing with differing values poses even more challenges than in
the arena of individual patient care. Should we restrict ourselves to alternative resource
allocation within a fixed pool of health care resources, or should we trade off health care
services against, for instance, lower tax rates for individuals or corporations? How
should we deal with the large body of observational studies suggesting that social and
economic factors may have a larger effect than health care delivery on the health of pop-
ulations? How should we deal with the tension between what may be best for a person
and what may be optimal for the society of which that person is a member? The debate
about such issues is at the heart of evidence-based health policy making, but, inevitably,
it has implications for decision making at the individual patient level.
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MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING

There are four common misconceptions about EBN:
• Evidence-based nursing ignores patient preferences and values
• Evidence-based nursing is atheoretical
• Evidence-based nursing is only about quantitative research
• Evidence-based nursing overemphasizes randomized controlled trials and 

systematic reviews

Evidence-Based Nursing Ignores Patient Preferences and Values

A fundamental principle of EBN is that research evidence alone is never sufficient to
make a clinical decision. Clinicians must always trade the benefits and risks, inconven-
ience, and costs associated with alternative management strategies and, in doing so,
consider the patient’s values.2

An RCT has shown that the addition of coping skills training provided by a nurse prac-
titioner to a diabetes management program improved metabolic control and quality of life
in adolescents with insulin-dependent, poorly controlled diabetes mellitus.11 The interven-
tion comprised intensive diabetes management that included three or more daily insulin
injections or continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion, self-monitoring of blood glucose
levels four or more times daily, monthly outpatient visits, interim telephone contact, and
participation in a coping skills training program consisting of six weekly 1- to 1.5-hour
small group sessions and monthly follow-up visits for 12 months. The small group sessions
focused on developing coping skills around social problem solving, social skills training,
cognitive behavior modification, and conflict resolution through role playing, with feed-
back and modeling of appropriate coping behavior by the nurse practitioner.11

Although the study results indicate that this program is effective, both patient prefer-
ences and costs may influence whether the intervention is practical and cost-effective. Many
adolescents may be too shy or embarrassed to participate in small group sessions or may
not be willing to invest the considerable time that this intervention would require. Of 105
adolescents who met the eligibility criteria for the coping skills training study, 77 (73%)
agreed to participate; the major reason for refusal to participate was the amount of time it
would take to be involved in the study.11 From the perspective of cost-focused health care
institutions, some may not be willing to fund this resource-intensive intervention.

The terms patient values and preferences refer to the underlying assumptions and
beliefs that are involved when clinicians, along with patients, weigh what they will 
gain—or lose—when making a management decision. The explicit enumeration and
balancing of benefits and risks that are central to EBN bring into bold relief the under-
lying value judgments involved in making management decisions.

Sensitive understanding of the patient connects to evidence-based practice in several
ways. For some patients, incorporating their values in major decisions will mean a full
enumeration of the possible benefits, risks, and inconveniences associated with alterna-
tive management strategies. Sometimes this discussion will involve their families.
For other problems—the discussion of breast-feeding with young mothers, for
instance—attempts to involve family members may violate strong cultural norms.
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Other patients are uncomfortable with an explicit discussion of benefits and risks,
and they object to having what they perceive as excessive responsibility for decision
making placed on them.12 For such patients who want the health care team to make the
decision on their behalf, the team’s responsibility is to develop insight to ensure that
choices will be consistent with patients’ values and preferences. Understanding and
implementing the decision-making process that patients desire and effectively commu-
nicating the information they need require clinicians to take the time to learn the extent
to which patients want to be involved and to respond accordingly.13

Although we acknowledge that values play a role in every important patient care deci-
sion, our understanding of how to elicit and incorporate societal and individual values is
limited. Health economists have played a major role in developing the science of meas-
uring patient preferences.14,15 Some decision aids incorporate patient values indirectly.
If patients truly understand the potential risks and benefits, their decisions will likely
reflect their preferences.16 These developments in measuring patient preferences consti-
tute a promising start. Nevertheless, there remain many unanswered questions about
how to elicit patient preferences and how to incorporate them in clinical encounters
already subject to crushing time pressures. Addressing these issues will be a challenge for
EBN. We discuss these issues in more detail in Chapter 34, Incorporating Patient Values.

Evidence-Based Nursing Is Atheoretical

Some nurses believe that the “current call for evidence-based nursing practice has set the
debate in a conventional, atheoretical, medically dominated, empirical model of evidence,
which threatens the foundation of nursing’s disciplinary perspective on theory-guided
practice.”17 This concern is based on a perception that even though multiple patterns of
knowing exist in nursing, EBN focuses only on empirical knowing and even more narrowly
on RCTs as the only legitimate source of knowledge.18 This misconception about RCTs is
addressed later in this chapter but for now, let us examine the perception of EBN’s exclu-
sive focus on empirical knowing. Carper identified four ways of knowing in nursing: empir-
ical, ethical, personal, and aesthetic.19,20 Carper’s work was significant because it highlighted
the centrality of empirically derived theoretical knowledge but also recognized the equal
importance of knowledge gained through clinical practice.21 If we keep in mind the com-
ponents of clinical decision making described earlier that included both research evidence
and clinical experience, one can quickly see that EBN does indeed recognize the importance
of clinical experience, patient preferences and values, and resource considerations.

To explore further the issue of whether EBN is atheoretical, let us examine the definition
of theory. The word theory comes from the Greek word, theoria, which means “to see,” that
is, to reveal phenomena previously hidden from our awareness and attention.22 Fawcett
expanded this meaning to define theory as a way of seeing through “a set of relatively con-
crete and specific concepts and the propositions that describe or link those concepts.”23

Fawcett and colleagues18 proposed that evidence must extend beyond the current empha-
sis on empirical research to the kinds of evidence generated from ethical theories, personal
theories, and aesthetic theories. Ethical theories focus on the identification, analysis,
and clarification of moral obligations and values. Personal theories focus on the interper-
sonal relationships in nursing, and aesthetic theories focus on understanding the patient’s
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behavior and on the “artful” performance of manual and technical skills.18 None of these
are inconsistent with EBN as we defined it earlier. As long as we incorrectly interpret EBN
as a synonym for research utilization and research-based practice,24 Mitchell’s criticisms of
EBN may be justified: “(it) obstructs nursing process, human care, and professional
accountability” (p 30); “restrains nurses from defining the values and theories that guide
the nurse-person process” (p 31); and “does not support the shift to patient-centered care,
is inconsistent with the values and interests of consumers”(p 34).25 The more accurate view
of EBN is that research use and research-based practice are subsets within the broader
domain of EBN. Once seen in the context of the clinical decision-making process, EBN is
consistent with all four patterns of knowing in nursing as described earlier.

Evidence-Based Nursing Is Only About Quantitative Research

The purpose of formal inquiry is to build knowledge in a discipline. Inquiry about
clinical practice issues generally takes one of two paths. One path tests hypotheses and
leads to quantitative findings numerically presented for the purpose of generalizing to a
population and making predictions. The other path generates meaning or identifies
patterns and leads to qualitative data for the purpose of describing. Both quantitative
and qualitative data build nursing knowledge.26

For many years there has been an unfortunate tension between quantitative and
qualitative researchers in nursing. This tension has created a polarity that some would
say has been destructive to the advancement of nursing knowledge. More recently,
however, there has been a shift to recognizing that both quantitative and qualitative
methods are crucial to informing nursing practice.27

Some nurses also see the benefits of a critical nursing science that combines stories
and numbers.28 Wolfer noted “that arguments for the need for, or the superiority of,
some methodologies over others (usually cast as quantitative vs. qualitative approaches)
have essentially boiled down to a recognition that basically different types of problems
require different methods” (p 141).29

Multiple paradigms of nursing science indicate a healthy scientific community because
they encourage creativity, stimulate debate and exchange of ideas, provide diversity of
views, promote productivity, and keep open avenues of inquiry.30 Qualitative and quanti-
tative modes of inquiry are complementary. Qualitative methods can describe phenom-
ena of interest in nursing and can generate theories that propose relationships between
identified concepts. Quantitative methods can test the relationships in qualitatively devel-
oped theories and can suggest whether the theories should be accepted or revised.30

Because quantitative methods have been the foundation of most biomedical research
and because the concept of evidence-based practice evolved from applying the results of
quantitative studies to clinical practice, many nurses incorrectly conclude that EBN is only
about quantitative research. EBN involves the application of best research evidence in clin-
ical decision making. The best research evidence can be quantitative or qualitative depend-
ing on the question asked. Quantitative designs are best for evaluating the effectiveness and
safety of nursing interventions, the accuracy and precision of nursing assessment measures,
the power of prognostic markers, the strength of causal relationships, and the cost-
effectiveness of nursing interventions. Qualitative designs are  best for understanding the
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meaning of illness or patient experiences, attitudes, and beliefs. Results of intervention
studies may inform nurses about the optimal effects of an intervention in a sample of
patients, but they do not explore and explain the barriers to patient adherence with the
intervention, how the intervention affects the patient’s everyday life, the meaning of illness
to the patient, or the adjustment required to accommodate a lifelong treatment regimen. A
key issue in EBN is whether the best design has been used to answer the question posed.

Examples of types of questions relevant to nursing practice are found in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1 Examples of Research Questions of Relevance to Nursing

Effectiveness of Nursing Interventions

Can a multicomponent, senior center (day hospital) program led by a nurse
practitioner reduce disability, increase activity, and improve management of
chronic disease in older adults?31

Diagnosis (Nursing Assessment or Screening)

Can visual inspection of urine specimen clarity be used to exclude a diagnosis of
urinary tract infection?32

Prognosis

In young children, is middle ear disease associated with subsequent behavior
and cognitive problems?33

Harm (Causation or Etiology)

Are children who were exposed to antenatal corticosteroids and had birth
weights ≤ 1500 gr at increased risk of adverse growth, cognitive, and lung function
outcomes at age 14 years?34

Quality Improvement

For patients who require oral anticoagulation, is a nurse-led clinic that uses 
on-site blood testing and a computerized decision support system as effective as
routine hospital care for maintaining appropriate international normalized
ratios?35

Economic Evaluation

Is an in-hospital smoking cessation program for a general population of adult
patients cost-effective?36

Clinical Prediction Guide

Are there demographic, perinatal, and psychosocial risk factors that can be used
to develop a predictive index for postpartum depression?37

Understanding Meaning of Illness or Patient’s Experiences,

Beliefs, or Attitudes

What are parents’ experiences of obtaining a diagnosis of cancer 
in their children?38



Evidence-Based Nursing Overemphasizes Randomized Controlled Trials

and Systematic Reviews

Evidence-based practitioners search out the best available evidence to inform their clin-
ical decision making. As can be seen from Table 1-1, nursing practice generates numer-
ous questions, only a few of which are best addressed with an RCT. The RCT is the most
appropriate design for evaluating the effectiveness and safety of a nursing intervention,
such as whether protocol-directed sedation by nurses reduces the duration of mechan-
ical ventilation in critically ill patients with acute respiratory failure.39 The RCT is the
most appropriate research design to address this type of question because through
random assignment of patients to comparison groups, known and unknown determi-
nants of outcome are most likely to be distributed evenly between the groups, a method
ensuring that any difference in outcome is the result of the intervention being evaluated.

There are numerous examples of interventions both in nursing and in medicine that
initially appeared beneficial, but when they were evaluated using randomized trials, they
were shown to be of doubtful value or even harmful. Examples include the use of cover
gowns by nurses when caring for healthy newborns in the nursery40 and shaving of
patients before surgical procedures.41 Few of us would want to begin a drug regimen
that had not been proved safe and effective in an RCT.

Different study designs best address other questions of importance to nursing prac-
tice. For example, observational studies are often best for questions of prognosis or
harm. Qualitative designs are best to understand patients’ experiences, attitudes, and
beliefs. EBN is about the application of the best research to practice, be it an RCT to
evaluate a nursing intervention, a cohort study to examine a question of prognosis, a
case-control study to examine a causal association (when an RCT or cohort study is not
possible), or a qualitative study to learn more about the meaning of illness.

Whenever possible, scientifically sound systematic reviews of the literature should be
used instead of single studies. Given the play of chance, any single study, even a method-
ologically rigorous RCT, may arrive at a false conclusion. In a systematic review, all stud-
ies that address a specific research question are identified, relevant studies are critically
appraised, data are extracted and summarized either quantitatively or nonquantita-
tively, and conclusions are drawn. When possible, data from the individual studies
included in a systematic review are statistically combined (or pooled) to, in effect, create
one large study. This process, known as meta-analysis, results in a more precise estimate
of effect than can be obtained from any individual study included in the meta-analysis.
Systematic reviews can be used to address all the questions listed in Table 1-1, including
questions best addressed by qualitative studies. We describe systematic reviews in more
detail in Chapter 9, Summarizing the Evidence Through Systematic Reviews.

HIERARCHY OF EVIDENCE

What is the nature of the evidence in EBN? We suggest a broad definition: any observa-
tion about the apparent relation between events constitutes potential evidence. Thus,
the unsystematic clinical observations of an individual nurse constitute one source 
of evidence, and the results of physiologic experiments comprise another source.
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Unsystematic observations can lead to important insights, and experienced nurses
develop a healthy respect for the insights of their senior colleagues in issues of clinical
observation and relations with patients and colleagues. Some of these insights can be
taught, yet they rarely appear in the nursing literature.

At the same time, unsystematic clinical observations are limited by small sample size
and, more important, by deficiencies in human processes of making inferences.42

Predictions about intervention effects on clinically important outcomes based on phys-
iologic experiments usually are correct, but occasionally they are disastrously wrong. We
provide some examples of just how wrong predictions based on physiologic rationale
can be in Chapter 14, Surprising Results of Randomized Controlled Trials.

Given the limitations of unsystematic clinical observations and physiologic rationale,
EBN suggests a hierarchy of evidence. Table 1-2 presents a hierarchy of study designs to
address questions about evaluations of nursing interventions; different hierarchies are
necessary for questions about assessment, causation, or prognosis. Clinical research goes
beyond unsystematic clinical observation in providing strategies that avoid or minimize
erroneous results.

When considering research evidence about interventions, nurses generalize from
results in other people to patients in their practice, an approach that inevitably weakens
inferences about the impact of the intervention and introduces complex issues of how
trial results apply to individual patients. Inferences may nevertheless be very strong if
results come from a systematic review of high-quality RCTs with consistent results.
However, inferences generally will be somewhat weaker if only a single RCT is being
considered, unless it is very large and has enrolled a diverse patient population (see
Table 1-2). Because observational studies may overestimate the effects of an interven-
tion in an unpredictable fashion,43,44 their results are far less trustworthy than those of
randomized trials. Physiologic studies and unsystematic clinical observations provide
the weakest inferences about intervention effects.

This hierarchy is not absolute. If intervention effects are sufficiently large and con-
sistent, for instance, observational studies may provide more compelling evidence than
most RCTs. By way of example, observational studies have allowed extremely strong
inferences about the efficacy of insulin in diabetic ketoacidosis or that of hip replace-
ment in patients with debilitating hip osteoarthritis. At the same time, instances in
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Table 1-2 A Hierarchy of Strength of Evidence for Treatment
Decisions

• Systematic reviews of randomized trials
• Single randomized trial
• Systematic review of observational studies addressing patient-important 

outcomes
• Single observational study addressing patient-important outcomes
• Physiologic studies (e.g., studies of blood pressure, cardiac output, exercise

capacity, bone density)
• Unsystematic clinical observations



which RCT results contradict consistent findings from observational studies reinforce
the need for caution. For example, observational studies have shown a significant
benefit of adolescent pregnancy prevention interventions, whereas RCTs have not.43

Defining the extent to which nurses should temper the strength of their inferences when
only observational studies are available remains one of the important challenges for
EBN. The challenge is particularly important given that much of the evidence regarding
the harmful effects of treatments or interventions comes from observational studies.

This hierarchy of evidence implies a clear course of action for nurses considering
alternative interventions to address patients’ problems: nurses should look for the high-
est level of available evidence from the hierarchy of study designs relevant to their clini-
cal question. The hierarchy makes clear that there always exists some form of evidence
about the effect of a particular treatment or intervention. The evidence may be extremely
weak—it may be the unsystematic observation of a single nurse or a generalization from
physiologic studies that are related only indirectly—but there is always evidence.

DOES EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

We do not have convincing studies showing that patients of clinicians who use evidence-
based practices are better off than those of clinicians who do not; no one has done an
RCT of evidence-based practice with patient outcomes as the measure of success. Such a
trial would be impossible because the control group could not be effectively isolated from
the research that evidence-based practice is attempting to transfer, and it would be
regarded as unethical to attempt to do so.45 However, in a meta-analysis designed to
determine the contribution of research-based nursing practice to patient outcomes pub-
lished in 1988, Heater and colleagues pooled results from 84 nurse-conducted research
studies involving 4146 patients. The investigators reported that patients who received
research-based nursing care made “sizeable gains” in behavioral, knowledge, physiologic,
and psychosocial outcomes compared with those who received routine, procedural
nursing care. Based on their review, the authors concluded that research-based nursing
practice offers patients better outcomes than routine, procedural nursing care.46

Grounding nursing practice in evidence, rather than in tradition, is necessary to meet
nursing’s social obligation of accountability, to gain and maintain credibility among
other health disciplines, and to build a nursing knowledge base that can be used to influ-
ence policy at agency and government levels.47 Governments around the world are
encouraging evidence-based practice. In Canada, the National Health Forum, a feder-
ally funded group charged with making health care recommendations, stated that “a key
objective for the health sector should be to move rapidly toward the development of an
evidence-based health system, in which decisions are made by health care providers,
administrators, policy makers, patients and the public on the basis of appropriate, bal-
anced and high quality evidence.”48 In the United Kingdom, the Department of Health
stipulated that, to enhance the quality of patient care, nursing, midwifery, and health
visiting, practice needs to be evidence based.49

In the United States, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), for-
merly the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR), leads national efforts
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in the use of evidence to guide health care decisions through funding of evidence-based
practice centers that undertake systematic reviews on selected clinical topics, sponsoring
a National Guideline Clearinghouse of abstracts of evidence-based practice guidelines
(http://www.guideline.gov), and funding studies that evaluate strategies for effectively dis-
seminating research findings to practitioners and policy makers.50

BARRIERS TO EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING

Most nurses have a positive attitude about evidence-based practice.51 However, there are
substantial barriers to EBN, at both individual and organizational levels. At the individ-
ual level, nurses lack skill in evaluating the quality of research,52 they are isolated from
knowledgeable colleagues with whom to discuss research,53 and they lack confidence to
implement change.52,54

Organizational characteristics of health care settings are overwhelmingly the most
significant barriers to research use among nurses.52-55 Nurses have noted that they have
insufficient time to go to the library to read or to implement findings from research.51,53-56

Related to this problem is the inadequacy of library holdings in health care institutions,
many of which lack nursing research journals.57 Mitchell and colleagues found that
health care institutions that reported making changes based on the research process
were more likely to have at least one nursing research committee and to have access to
nurses with expertise in nursing research.57

Nurses identified a lack of organizational support for EBN and noted lack of inter-
est, lack of motivation, lack of leadership, and lack of vision, strategy, and direction
among managers.52 However, this organizational support is crucial in situations in
which nurses do not believe they have the authority or autonomy to implement changes
in patient care.52-55 For example, a physician may read about the effectiveness of a new
pain medication and can begin prescribing it immediately; nurses who identify a new
effective nursing intervention for pain management must often obtain approval from
nursing administration before implementing it.

Strategies to Overcome Organization-Related Barriers 

to Evidence-Based Nursing

One of the biggest challenges to evidence-based practice is time limitation. Fortunately,
new resources for efficient searching of the literature are available, and the pace of inno-
vation is rapid. One can consider a hierarchy of preprocessed information sources that
comes with a mnemonic device, 5S: systems, synopses of syntheses (systematic reviews),
syntheses (systematic reviews), synopses of single studies, and single studies. By pre-
processed, we mean that someone has reviewed the literature and filtered out the flawed
studies and included only the methodologically strongest studies.58

Systems include practice guidelines, clinical pathways, or evidence-based textbook sum-
maries that integrate evidence-based information about specific clinical problems and pro-
vide regular updating (for details about practice guidelines, see Chapter 10, Moving from
Evidence to Action Using Clinical Practice Guidelines). When no evidence-based informa-
tion system exists for a clinical problem, then synopses of syntheses (systematic reviews)
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constitute the next best source. Synopses of syntheses encapsulate the key methodological
details and results of a systematic review that are required to apply the evidence to individ-
ual patient care. Moving down the hierarchy, syntheses provide clinicians with a summary
of all the evidence addressing a focused clinical question. When a systematic review does
not exist on a topic, the next best source of evidence-based information is a synopsis of a
single study, which summarizes the methodological details about the study and often
addresses the clinical applicability of the study findings. At the bottom of the hierarchy are
preprocessed single studies, which have been selected because they are both highly relevant
and characterized by study designs that minimize bias and thus permit a high strength of
inference58 (Table 1-3) (see Chapter 2, Finding the Evidence).

Ciliska and colleagues59 suggested numerous strategies to facilitate organizational
support for EBN. These include the following: allowing nurses time for activities that
foster EBN, such as going to the library, learning how to conduct electronic searches, and
holding journal club meetings; establishing nurse researcher positions and formalizing
nursing research committees; linking staff nurses and advanced practice nurses with
university nurse faculty researchers; ensuring that the health care institution library has
print or online subscriptions to nursing research journals; and making preprocessed evi-
dence resources, such as Clinical Evidence, Cochrane Library, and abstraction journals, for
example, Evidence-Based Nursing, available (see Chapter 2, Finding the Evidence).

One case study of nurses in acute care settings revealed that human sources such as
clinical nurse specialists, physicians, and experienced clinical colleagues were seen as more
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Table 1-3 A Hierarchy of Preprocessed Evidence

Systems Practice guidelines, clinical pathways, or 
evidence-based textbook summaries of a clinical area 
provide the clinician with much of the information 
needed to guide the care of individual patients.

Synopses of syntheses Synopses of systematic reviews encapsulate
(systematic reviews) the key methodological details and results required  

to apply the evidence to individual patient care.

Syntheses Systematic reviews provide clinicians with 
(systematic reviews) an overview of all the evidence addressing 

a focused clinical question.

Synopses of Synopses of individual studies encapsulate the key
single studies methodological details and results required to apply the

evidence to individual patient care.

Single studies Preprocessing involves selecting only those  
studies that are both highly relevant and  
characterized by study designs that minimize  
bias and thus permit a high strength of inference.

Modified and reproduced with permission of the BMJ Publishing Group from Haynes RB. Of studies,
summaries, synopses, and systems: the “4S” evolution of services for finding current best evidence.
Evid Based Ment Health. 2001;4:37-39.



accessible sources of research-based knowledge than were text-based or electronic
resources.60 The authors recommended that organizations may want to consider how
persons in these roles could act as conduits through which research-based messages for
practice, and information for clinical decision making, could flow.60,61

Evaluation of interventions to promote the implementation of research findings has been
done predominantly in medicine,62 and it has shown that simple dissemination of infor-
mation is usually insufficient to change professional practice. Effective strategies include
one-to-one sessions between experts, such as nurse facilitators, and individual staff mem-
bers to explain the desired practice change; manual and computerized reminders to prompt
behavior change; educational meetings in which learners actively participate; and audit and
feedback, in which clinical performance is assessed through chart reviews or direct obser-
vation of practice, and feedback is provided. Multifaceted interventions that use more than
one of these strategies are likely to be more effective than single interventions. Ineffective
strategies include didactic continuing education workshops and conferences and written
materials. For more details, see Chapter 11, Changing Nursing Practice in an Organization.

Centers for EBN have been established in Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, the
United States, Germany, the United Kingdom, and Canada to educate nurses through
workshops or formal courses on the use of EBN in clinical practice, to conduct system-
atic reviews, and to design and evaluate strategies for disseminating and using research
to support EBN.63

CONCLUSION

Most criticisms of EBN are based on a different understanding of its philosophy than
the one we offer. An accurate understanding of EBN is growing in the nursing commu-
nity, and with this growth, enthusiasm for EBN increases. We must now address the
challenges to evidence-based practice and teaching by facilitating efficient access to the
evidence, helping clinicians apply that evidence to patient care, and discovering better
ways to integrate patient values into the process of health care provision.
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